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• Creativity is one of the top 3 skills required for the 4th Industrial 
revolution.

• Creative development thrives during discovery and experience.
• Serendipitous discovery is vital and significant but not always credited 

during research. (Kennedy et al. 2021)

• FCP (Fashion, Communication and Promotion) focuses on 
measurable academic success e.g correct Harvard referencing 
over individual creative agility, originality and confidence. 

• Creativity is a hugely personal, delicate and nebulous thing “My 
teacher told me I’m no good at art.” – Joe Coke, Alumni FCP

• Learning outcomes impede discovery.

• Focus on current measurable results obviates the subjectivity 
inherent in creativity.

• Students don’t have enough time to explore.

• High fees = High pressure to achieve high grades
• Universities judged on grade performance
• Formulaic teaching leads to formulaic outcomes
• Creativity is inherently risky which is currently unlikely to be 

reflected in higher grades. Qualitative research supports this 
theory:

Research and findings so far through numerous workshops and 
surveys:
• Creating PLAY workshops across all three years of BA (Hons) 

has been effective and cited as best practice.
• Mental Health/creative play workshops – excellent feedback. 

More to be explored.
• Measuring & documenting success and experience supports the 

hypothesis that problem is significant;

• Greater collaboration and sharing within and outside of the 
University. 

• Discussive Podcasts and debates with Industry experts. 
• Documentation of a focus group within my course, FCP. 
• Mapping student’s progress across the 3 years.

“I spend so long wondering if I am 
doing it right, that I don’t have any 
time to actually do it.” - Sam, FCP Student,  Level 6

• Develop experiential workshops podcasts
allow recipients to become immersed in their creative process 
in a constructive way. 

• Use and inspire stories and story telling skills to develop 
creative Communication

• To develop an innovative body of work (specifically workshops 
and podcasts) which increases individual creativity in line with 
the 4th Industrial revolution.

• To prove to the University that the above problem is true 
• To provide the University with evidence of innovation that can 

be used in marketing 
• Prove that the current methods used to measure success are 

stunting this very nuanced, delicate and elusive creative 
development.
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• Cohesive series of workshops. designed using a breadth of 
existing research on creative pedagogies and broader findings.

• Possible connections with Learning Differences, and non-linear 
processes. (will people with learning differences benefit from the 
less linear approach and therefore ensure Success for All.)

• Explore other courses’ assessment approaches.

What Next?
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